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Processing the images happens in seven stages:

1. Reading the images from their source files and
mapping to [0..1] RGB.

2. Converting from the RGB to HSI color model.

3. Printing the mean, max, and min intensity val-
ues.

4. Writing each image to JPEG, TIFF, PNG,
PPM, and GIF formats, and printing the size
in bytes.

5. Generating and writing histogram bar charts
for the red, green, blue, and intensity channels.

6. Equalizing the intensity channel and the red,
green, or blue channel whose histogram has the
greatest variance, and writing the two equalized
images.

7. Inverting the intensity channel and writing out
the resulting image.

Source Files

For the five source images, I searched my laptop’s
drive for each of the filename extensions (.jpg, .tiff,
.png, .ppm, and .gif), and these are what turned up:

Photo of a bench in Albuquerque, NM
(20180515_112938.jpg)

Title card for Warner Bros’ “One Froggy Evening”
(bricks.tiff)

Initials on a NASA
nebula photo

(CMNewLogo.png)

Generated Worley Noise
(worley_move.gif)

Small Logo for Linux on SuperH
(logo_superh_vga16.ppm)

Reading
Reading the images is fairly straightforward: for all
the formats except GIF, imread returns a 𝑊 ×𝐻 ×3
uint8 matrix. The GIF file, however, is palette-
based, so for it imread returns an index-image matrix,
and the color map. The color map can be applied
with rgb2ind, which converts to doubles. For consis-
tency, that matrix is converted back to a 𝑊 × 𝐻 × 3
uint8 matrix, since this contains no less information
than is stored in the GIF file. After this, each of
the channels is split out, converted to doubles, and
mapped to [0..1].
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Algorithm 1 Convert an RGB pixel to an HSI pixel.
1: function ℎ, 𝑠, 𝑖 ← RgbToHsi(𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏) ▷ 𝑟, 𝑔, and 𝑏 are in [0..1].
2: 𝑖 ← 𝑟+𝑔+𝑏

3
3: 𝑑2 ← (𝑟 − 𝑔)2 + (𝑟 − 𝑏)(𝑔 − 𝑏)
4: if 𝑑2 = 0 then
5: ℎ ← 0 ▷ 𝑟 = 𝑔 = 𝑏, so hue is undefined (arbitrarily pick red).
6: 𝑠 ← 0 ▷ Hue is undefined, so saturation should be zero.
7: else
8: ℎ ← cos−1 ( (𝑟−𝑔)+(𝑟−𝑏)

2
√

𝑑2 ) /(2𝜋)
9: if 𝑏 > 𝑔 then

10: ℎ ← 1 − ℎ
11: end if
12: 𝑠 ← 1 − min(𝑟,𝑔,𝑏)

𝑖
13: end if
14: end function

RGB to HSI

The algorithm for converting an RGB pixel to an HSI
pixel is shown above. This is applied to each pixel of
each source image, as most of the operations moving
forward require the intensity value, and if that is mod-
ified, the hue and saturation values will be necessary
to convert back to the RGB color model for output.

Basic Statistics

Now that the intensity has been calculated for each
image, the mean, maximum, and minimum can be cal-
culated. There isn’t much to say about them. The
minimum is zero or nearly zero for all of the images.
The max is one or nearly one for all the images except
the Worley noise, which is very dark. The daylight
photo and the cartoon intended to look like a daylight
photo have mean intensities around 50%. The nebula
image and the linux logo, both with black backdrops,
have mean intensities around 25%. Again, the Worley
noise is very dark, so its average intensity is around
6%. The exact values are listed in the appendix.

Comparison of Formats

Each image was saved in the JPEG, TIFF, PNG,
PPM, and GIF formats using imwrite (with a map
generated with rgb2ind for GIF).

Visual Comparison

PNG and PPM are both lossless formats, and MAT-
LAB’s TIFF writer uses lossless PackBits compres-
sion by default, so these three formats will all pro-
duce visually identical images. PNG, JPEG, and GIF
can be compared since JPEG employs lossy discrete
cosine transform compression, and GIF reduces the
colors to a 256-color palette.

MATLAB uses a lower quality setting for JPEG
than that used on the Albuquerque photo, so the
re-encoding reduced the quality. As well, MATLAB
uses a different palette generation algorithm than
that used for the Worley noise, so re-encoding also
reduced the quality for that image.

20180515_112938

PNG JPEG GIF
The source file for this image was a high-quality
JPEG, so you can see some artifacts even in the PNG
(not from the PNG compression, but from the PNG
representing the artifacts in the source), especially in
the sky in the lower right. This artifacting is even
worse in the lower-quality re-encoding. In these two
instances, the artifacts are due to the adjancency of
the high-frequency background leaves and the low-
frequency sky. The GIF’s artifacts are due to the
dithering required to represent the various colors and
gradients in the leaves. The sky actually could be
flat, but the dithering is there either because its color
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is somewhere between two of the chosen palette col-
ors, or in an attempt to reproduce the source image’s
JPEG artifacts.

bricks

PNG JPEG GIF
The source for this image is a TIFF, but it was orig-
inally pulled from an H.264-encoded video, and as
such, there are some H.264 artifacts in the source.
JPEG does not add much on top of these artifacts,
but the compression algorithms are slightly different,
so you can see some difference. The GIF again intro-
duces dithering, which is especially visible to the left
of the O.

CMNewLogo

PNG JPEG GIF
JPEG does well on this image, as it conforms more
closely to its assumtions about image information.
The GIF artifacts here are more the result of thresh-
olding than dithering, as there are fewer slow gradi-
ents.

logo_superh_vga16

PNG JPEG GIF
GIF actually represents this image losslessly, as it
was created to be displayed on small-color-palette
monitors. JPEG, on the other hand, introduces arti-
facts most visible on Tux’s white torso and the “Su-
perH” text. The JPEG compression has also slightly
changed the color on Tux’s beak and feet.

worley_move

PNG JPEG GIF
I have equalized this section of the Worley noise so
that the artifacts are more visible. JPEG’s blocking
is especially visible in this image. MATLAB’s index-
ing algorithm seems to be especially poor for this kind
of image, as the source file was a GIF, so MATLAB
could have losslessly represented this image as a GIF,
but it seems to apply dithering to smooth gradients
even if it isn’t necessary.

20180515_112938

CMNewLogo
bricks

logo_superh_vga16

worley_move
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File Size Comparison

For the Albuquerque photo, the title card, and the
nebula initials, the story is all the same: JPEG is the
smallest, followed by GIF, then PNG. TIFF and PPM
are about the same size. This makes sense, as JPEG
is a lossy format, GIF is an unsophisticated lossy for-
mat, PNG is a compressed lossless format, TIFF’s
default settings use the lossless PackBits, an incredi-
bly simple lossless compression algorithm, and PPM
is uncompressed. The Worley Noise is the same, ex-
cept that it is simple enough that PackBits has some
effect.

For the 80 × 80 Linux logo, however, GIF performs
best (<1 KB), and JPEG performs worse than PNG.
This is because the image has so few colors that
GIF can encode each pixel using only 3 bits (8-color
palette), and because the image is so small and sim-
ple that the JPEG overhead hurts its performance
versus a format like PNG, which is optimized for sim-
ple graphics.

The sizes for each of the images and formats are listed
in the appendix.

Histograms

Histograms are generated for the red, green, blue,
and intensity channels of each image. The histograms
were generated by first binning the values of the chan-
nel into 256 equal-width ranges. This is redundant for
the red, green, and blue channels, as they each could
initially only contain 256 values. The intensity chan-
nel, however, has 768 possible values, so this binning
has an effect. Then, for each occurence of a value, the

count of its bin is incremented. For example, below
is the intensity histogram of the Albuquerque photo.
The spike in the middle is the sky.
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Intensity histogram of the Albuquerque photo.

The dominant colors in an image can be seen in the
“skew” of the color histograms. Compare the red and
blue histograms of the title card image.
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“One Froggy Evening” title card histograms.

The backdrop of the title card is red brick, so there
are far more pixels with high red values than those
with high blue values.
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RGB histograms of the nebula initials image.
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The initials on the nebula image were created by
multiplying the red and green channels of the pixels
“under” the letter masks by a value slightly above 5.
This created the combtooth pattern visible in the red
and green channels but not the blue, caused by the
quantized values of the original nebula image being
mapped up to specific higher values by the multipli-
cation.
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Linux logo
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Worley noise

Speaking of quantization, the histograms of the Linux
logo show just how few colors are in its palette. The
intensity histogram of the Worley noise shows just
how dark it is. All of the histograms for each of the
images are shown in the appendix.

Equalization

Equalization is the process of making the histogram
of a channel flat, that is, making the count for every
bin that has values equal, or at least as equal as pos-
sible given a finite number of pixels. The algorithm
for equalizing a channel is shown on the next page.

First the intensity channels of each image are equal-
ized. For images with low contrast, it greatly in-
creases the contrast:

Original Intensity Equalized

On the other hand, for images that are already fairly
balanced, it has less of an effect:

Original Intensity Equalized

Independently, the most compressed RGB channel is
equalized. “Most compressed” here refers to the chan-
nel whose histogram’s count distribution has the most
variance. For these images, this typically means the
least or most prevalent color, so this means respec-
tively increasing or decreasing the levels of that color
in order to equalize its histogram. For example, for
both the title card and the nebula initials, the most
compressed color channel is red. For the title card,
equalizing means skewing red down, whereas for the
nebula initials, equalizing means skewing red up:

Original Red Equalized

Note that the blue (and green) channels of each im-
age have not been changed. In the title card, the red
has been brought down to where the other colors can
be seen, and in the nebula image, the red has been
brought up to where it drowns out the other colors.

All of the equalizations are shown in the appendix.
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Algorithm 2 Equalize a channel.
1: function Equalized ← Equalize(Channel, Histogram) ▷ Histogram: 𝑣 ∶ [0..255] → 𝑐 ∶ [0..(𝑊 × 𝐻)]

▷ Channel & Equalized: (𝑥 ∶ [0..𝑊], 𝑦 ∶ [0..𝐻]) → 𝑣 ∶ [0..1]
2: Cdf ← cumulative sums of Histogram
3: 𝑚 ← non-zero minimum of Histogram
4: for 𝑥 ← 0..𝑊 do
5: for 𝑦 ← 0..𝐻 do
6: Equalized(𝑥, 𝑦) ← Cdf(⌊255×Channel(𝑥,𝑦)⌋) − 𝑚

𝑊×𝐻 − 𝑚
7: end for
8: end for
9: end function

HSI to RGB

In order to output the intensity equalization, the HSI
result has to be converted back to the RGB color
model. An algorithm from converting an HSI pixel
to an RGB pixel is shown below. This is applied to
every pixel, and the result is passed to imwrite.

Inversion

Inverting the intensity of an image is as simple as
setting the intensity channel to 1 − Intensity. The re-
sult is then re-combined with the hue and saturation
channels, converted to RGB, and written.

Note that the colors are not affected, just the inten-
sity. All of the inversions are shown in the appendix.

Original Intensity Inverted

Algorithm 3 Convert an HSI pixel to an RGB pixel.
1: function 𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏 ← HsiToRgb(ℎ, 𝑠, 𝑖) ▷ ℎ, 𝑠, and 𝑖 are in [0..1].
2: 𝜃 ← 2𝜋(ℎ mod 1

3 )
3: 𝑎1 ← 𝑖 ⋅ (1 − 𝑠)
4: 𝑎2 ← 𝑖 ⋅ (1 + 𝑠 cos 𝜃

cos(𝜋/3−𝜃) )
5: 𝑎3 ← 3𝑖 − (𝑎1 + 𝑎2) ▷ Different order, but always the same components.
6: if ℎ < 1

3 then
7: ⟨𝑏, 𝑟, 𝑔⟩ ← ⟨𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3⟩
8: else if ℎ < 2

3 then
9: ⟨𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏⟩ ← ⟨𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3⟩

10: else
11: ⟨𝑔, 𝑏, 𝑟⟩ ← ⟨𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3⟩
12: end if
13: end function
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Appendix

Table

Description Albuquerque Title Card Logo in Space Small Linux Logo Worley Noise
Filename 20180515_112938 bricks CMNewLogo logo_superh_vga16worley_move
Format JPEG TIFF PNG PPM GIF

Image

JPEG Size 360 KB 41.3 KB 26.3 KB 2709 B 3244 B
TIFF Size 4000 KB 689 KB 379 KB 4862 B 78.6 KB
PNG Size 2792 KB 325 KB 215 KB 1378 B 14.3 KB
PPM Size 3969 KB 683 KB 380 KB 18.8 KB 192 KB
GIF Size 1050 KB 165 KB 89.2 KB 907 B 10.2 KB
Dimensions 1344 × 1008 573 × 407 360 × 360 80 × 80 256 × 256
Bits/Chan. 8 8 8 8 8 in 256-color

palette
Intensity
Mean [0..1] 0.4459 0.5001 0.2711 0.2665 0.0601
Max [0..1] 1 0.9699 1 1 0.1843
Min [0..1] 0.0392 0 0 0 0
Histograms
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Description Albuquerque Title Card Logo in Space Small Linux Logo Worley Noise
Equalized

Intensity

One Color

Inverted

Intensity

Source Code

processoriginals.m

OCTAVE = exist('OCTAVE_VERSION', 'builtin') ~= 0;
if OCTAVE

warning('off', 'Octave:GraphicsMagic-Quantum-Depth');
pkg load image;

end
[s,m,i] = mkdir('formatted');
[s,m,i] = mkdir('histograms');
[s,m,i] = mkdir('equalized');
[s,m,i] = mkdir('inverted');
for filename = {'20180515_112938.jpg', 'bricks.tiff', ...

'CMNewLogo.png', 'logo_superh_vga16.ppm', 'worley_move.gif'}
% Load the image
disp(filename{1});
[rgb, map] = imread(['originals/' filename{1}]);
% Convert GIF to RGB
if strcmp(filename{1}, 'worley_move.gif')

disp(size(map));
rgb = uint8(255.0*ind2rgb(rgb, map));

end
% Channels
red = double(rgb(:, :, 1)) / 255.0;
green = double(rgb(:, :, 2)) / 255.0;
blue = double(rgb(:, :, 3)) / 255.0;
% Basic information
dim = size(rgb);
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disp(dim);
disp(class(rgb));
% Convert to HSI
hsi = zeros(dim(1), dim(2), 3);
for x = 1:dim(1)

for y = 1:dim(2)
r = red(x, y);
g = green(x, y);
b = blue(x, y);
sqdivisor = (r-g)*(r-g) + (r-b)*(g-b);
i = (r + g + b) / 3.0;
if sqdivisor == 0

h = 0.0;
s = 0.0;

else
h = acos(0.5*((r-g) + (r-b))/sqrt(sqdivisor)) / (2*pi);
if b > g

h = 1.0 - h;
end
s = 1.0 - min([r, g, b]) / i;

end
hsi(x, y, :) = [h, s, i];

end
end
% HSI channels
hue = hsi(:, :, 1);
saturation = hsi(:, :, 2);
intensity = hsi(:, :, 3);
% Basic statistics
disp('mean:');
disp(mean(mean(intensity)));
disp('max:');
disp(max(max(intensity)));
disp('min:');
disp(min(min(intensity)));
% Output to various formats
for extension = {'.jpg', '.tiff', '.png', '.ppm', '.gif'}

disp(extension{1});
path = ['formatted/' regexprep(filename{1}, '\..*', extension)];
if strcmp(extension{1}, '.gif')

if OCTAVE
% Octave is exceptionally bad at indexing
system(['convert originals/' filename{1} ' ' path]);

else
[indexed,map] = rgb2ind(rgb, 256);
imwrite(indexed, map, path);

end
else

imwrite(rgb, path);
end
info = dir(path);
disp(info.bytes);

end
% Generate histograms
channels = {red, green, blue, intensity};
colors = 'rgbk';
histct = length(channels);
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histograms = zeros(histct, 256);
for index = 1:histct

channel = cell2mat(channels(index));
for x = 1:dim(1)

for y = 1:dim(2)
bin = uint16(255*channel(x, y)) + 1;
histograms(index, bin) = histograms(index, bin) + 1;

end
end
figure('visible', 'off');
bar(0:255, histograms(index, :), colors(index));
pdf = ['histograms/' filename{1} '.' num2str(index) '.pdf'];
print(gcf(), pdf, '-dpdf');

end
% Equalize intensity channel
eqintensity = imequalize(intensity, histograms(4, :));
equalizedpath = ['equalized/' regexprep(filename{1}, '\..*', '.i.png')];
imwrite(hsi2rgb(cat(3, hue, saturation, eqintensity)), equalizedpath);
% Variance for RGB channels
varred = var(histograms(1, :));
vargreen = var(histograms(2, :));
varblue = var(histograms(3, :));
% Equalize most compressed color channel
if varred > vargreen && varred > varblue

eqred = imequalize(red, histograms(1, :));
eqrgb = uint8(255*cat(3, eqred, green, blue));
eqchan = 'r';

elseif vargreen > varblue
eqgreen = imequalize(green, histograms(2, :));
eqrgb = uint8(255*cat(3, red, eqgreen, blue));
eqchan = 'g';

else
eqblue = imequalize(blue, histograms(3, :));
eqrgb = uint8(255*cat(3, red, green, eqblue));
eqchan = 'b';

end
% Output image with compressed color channel
eqrgbext = ['.' eqchan '.png'];
eqrgbpath = ['equalized/' regexprep(filename{1}, '\..*', eqrgbext)];
imwrite(eqrgb, eqrgbpath);
% Generate inverted intensity channel
inverted = 1.0 - intensity;
% Convert back to RGB
invertedrgb = hsi2rgb(cat(3, hue, saturation, inverted));
invertedpath = ['inverted/' regexprep(filename{1}, '\..*', '.png')];
imwrite(invertedrgb, invertedpath);

end
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hsi2rgb.m

function rgb = hsi2rgb(hsi)
dim = size(hsi);
rgb = zeros(dim(1), dim(2), 3);
for x = 1:dim(1)

for y = 1:dim(2)
h1 = hsi(x, y, 1);
h2 = 2*pi*mod(h1, 1.0/3);
s = hsi(x, y, 2);
i = hsi(x, y, 3);
a1 = i * (1 - s);
a2 = i * (1 + s*cos(h2)/cos(pi/3 - h2));
a3 = 3*i - (a1 + a2);
if h1 < 1.0/3

b = a1; r = a2; g = a3;
elseif h1 < 2.0/3

r = a1; g = a2; b = a3;
else

g = a1; b = a2; r = a3;
end
rgb(x, y, :) = [r, g, b];

end
end

end

imequalize.m

function equalized = imequalize(channel, histogram)
dim = size(channel);
equalized = channel;
cdf = cumsum(histogram);
cdfmin = min(cdf(cdf > 0));
divisor = (dim(1)*dim(2) - cdfmin);
for x = 1:dim(1)

for y = 1:dim(2)
c = cdf(uint16(255*channel(x, y)) + 1);
equalized(x, y) = (c - cdfmin) / divisor;

end
end

end
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